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ISSUE #9/HEALTHY FAMILIES

WHAT IS A

Write to us and let us
know about the healthy
activities your family
does together!
keepsmyelin@nmss.org

"Healthy" doesn't only mean that no
one in your family is sick with a cold
or measles or MS. A family can be
healthy even if someone has MS or
another illness! 

A healthy family is one that laughs
and has fun together, eats nutritious
meals together, talks to one another
about important things, gets regular
medical and dental check-ups, exercis-
es and learns new things together. In
this issue of Keep S’myelin we learn
lots of ways families can be healthy
together, even when someone has MS. 



Multiple sclerosis (MS
for short) is a disease
that affects the central
nervous system (the
brain and spinal cord).
The brain is like a com-
puter that tells the body
what to do. The spinal
cord is like a thick wire
attached to the comput-
er. Messages travel from
the brain, along the
spinal cord, to the other
parts of the body.

When a person has MS,
the covering (myelin) 

MS that protects the nerves
gets damaged. Scars form
where the myelin is dam-
aged. As messages travel
from the brain, they some-
times get stuck or slowed
down by these scars.
When this happens, the
other parts of the body
can’t always do what the
brain is telling them to do.

Sometimes people with
MS have trouble seeing.
Sometimes their arms and
legs feel weak, or their
skin feels “tingly”(like
p i n s a n d needles). Some-
times they lose their bal-
ance, or sometimes it’s

hard to walk. MS prob-
lems like these are called
“symptoms.” Symptoms
of MS can come and
go…we don’t know exact-
ly why. Sometimes you
don’t even notice the
symptoms. At other times
they are pretty obvious.
It’s hard for a person with
MS to know from one day
to the next how he or she
will feel. That is why we
say that MS is unpre-
dictable.

Interesting Fact: 
Multiple means many.
Sclerosis means scars. So,
multiple sclerosis means
“many scars.”
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Q.Q.
A.A Moms and dads with

MS can sometimes be
cranky. They may feel tired, sad
or frustrated by things they can-
not do, or just plain grumpy. The
important thing to remember is
that everyone feels cranky some-
times, even moms and dads who
don’t have MS. Maybe you and
your mom could talk about the
kinds of things that make you
each feel cranky and the things
that make you each feel better.

Is it the MS that
makes my mom
cranky?

Bailee, age 6 

SINCE YOU’VE ASKED...
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STORY

Edmond is 11 years old
and in the fifth grade.
He has two cats—Tiger
and Zoe. He likes to
draw, read, practice Tae
Kwon Do, and play
strategy games—espe-
cially Warhammer.

My mom and I do lots
of exciting things togeth-
er, even though she has
MS. We can’t do a lot of
physical-type stuff, like
ride bikes or go camp-
ing, so we improvise.

For instance, we paint
Warhammer figurines
together. Warhammers
are little plastic minia-
tures that you build,
paint, and do battle with.
I do most of the building,
Mom and I paint, and
Dad plays the game with
me. It’s quiet and relax-
ing when we paint. We
enjoy working side by
side while we listen to
music and talk. We often
rent B–movies (there are
so many) and laugh at
them because they are
so bad. We joke about
them for days after-
wards.

Speaking of movies, we
often set aside a time on
Sundays to go to a movie.

The theater is never very
crowded on a Sunday
morning and we like it
that way. Some of the
movies we’ve seen lately
are: “Lord of the Rings”
and “Kung Pow." Mom,
Dad, and I also go to a 
lot of plays together. It’s
cool to see the actors up
close and we usually
enjoy the show. We just
saw “The Caine Mutiny
Court Martial Trial” and
then rented the movie.
What a difference!
Mom and I also have
talks before I go to bed
about
school, my friends, TV,
movies, and books. 

Sometimes the talks
don’t last very long
because Mom is so beat,
but other times we talk
for hours. Although Mom
is tired and crabby some-
times, I know she doesn’t
want to be. It’s just the
nature of MS. Although it
can be hard for our fami-
ly to keep a positive out-
look, we try our best,
even when things aren’t
going so well.

Edmond and his mom
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Ingredients:

1/3 cup frozen orange 
juice concentrate
(thawed)
1 cup milk
1/2 tsp vanilla
1/2 cup water
1/3 cup sugar
5-6 ice cubes

Instructions:
1. Measure and pour
orange juice concentrate,
milk, vanilla, water, and
sugar into a blender.
2. Add ice cubes.
3. Cover and blend on
high for 1 minute until
smooth and slushy.
(297 calories, 58 g carbohy-
drate, 5g protein, 5 g fat, 
115 mg calcium)

Orange Cooler
(2 servings)

Use a blender to make this
cool orange (healthy) treat!
(Remember to ask an adult
to help)

ANDJOKES 

Make
A COOL

ORANGE
TREAT

RIDDLES
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CROSS

DOWN
2. Stretches and
sit-ups are examples
3. It's round and fun
to toss
4. Has a conversa-
tion
8. A large room where
you can play and
exercise

ACROSS
1. To rest and settle down
5. Broccoli and carrots 
are examples
6. Being healthy and in-shape
7. Pep and get-up-and-go
9. Do laps in the pool
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My name is Victoria. I am
seven years old and I live in
Virginia. My mom has MS so
we can’t do as many
things as we used to. One
thing I love to do with my
mom is work in the garden.
My dad and I do all the
planting and weeding of
the vegetables. Mom and I
have our own little flower
patch. Mom helps plan
where to plant things.
Mom and I pick cherries.
Even my baby brother sits
outside in his stroller. Then
mom and I have the hard
job of turning the cherries
into jelly. It is a lot of
work, but we have fun. I
love spring and summer
because we get to do so
many things.

Victoria (center) with her cousins,
harvesting tomatoes from the garden

VICTORIA'S STORY
Victoria is a second-
grader in Leesburg,
Virginia. She is an
outstanding student
and likes swimming,
dance lessons, and
being a girl scout.
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ISSUE #9/ HEALTHY FAMILIES

PARENTS' PULL OUT

MS can be a very con-
fusing disease for chil-
dren (not to mention
adults). It seems to come
and go as it pleases, with
symptoms that vary from
day to day and person to
person; but we still don’t
know how to make it go
away for good. This is
very different from the
picture most kids have of
illness; when they get
sick, they rest or take
medicine, and soon
everything is back to
normal. Families living
with MS may wonder
how it is possible to live
with this disease and be
healthy at the same time.
In this issue, we talk
about ways that families
can do just that. 

While some wellness
strategies are important
for every family—such as
eating healthy foods, exer-
cising, and getting ade-
quate rest and recreation,
each family needs to find

the strategies that feel 
right for them. As you read
the articles and stories in
this issue, take the oppor-
tunity to brainstorm with
your kids about ways to
enhance the wellness of
everyone in your family.

You might start by ask-
ing them what kinds of
things they already do
each day to make them-
selves healthy and
strong. Then you can
use your imaginations to
think of new ways to
enjoy being healthy
together—perhaps a visit
to the town pool with
the Keep S’myelin Kids,
a quiet time for talking
and sharing like
Edmond and his mom,
or some time in the gar-
den like Victoria and her
family. Maybe each fam-
ily member could take a
turn coming up with a
new idea for the week.
MS may be part of your
family—but you can still
be healthy and have fun. 

How to Read this Issue of 
Keep S’myelin with Your Kids
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What do we mean by
physical health? This area
of health includes such
behaviors as eating a bal-
anced diet, finding exer-
cise and health-promoting
activities that suit you and
your family, scheduling
regular medical and dental
checkups for everyone,
and managing your MS
symptoms.

By emotional health, we
mean having trusted peo-
ple with whom to share
feelings, talking together
as a family, and venting
anger, anxiety, and frustra-
tion in appropriate ways.

Intellectual health refers
to doing intellectually
stimulating activities
together such as going to 

movies, museums, the
library, or lectures, and
bringing stimulating and
interesting discussions to
the dinner table. 

Spiritual health has to do
with practicing behaviors
and attitudes that com-
fortably reflect your per-
sonal worldview and val-
ues, perhaps including
affiliation with a religious
community.

Social health is an integral
part of wellness. This
refers to having healthy
social connections, such as
friends, extended family,
community connections
(such as PTA, civic 
groups, and political 
committees), and opportu-
nities to have fun with
other people!

Occupational health
means that each member
of the family has mean-
ingful occupations includ-
ing work, school, volun-
teer work, or hobbies that
a re satisfying and enjoyable.

What is a
Healthy
Family?

You can’t necessarily change MS, but you and your
family can be healthy and well, nonetheless. Adults in
the family are healthy-behavior role models for their
children. Don’t let MS stand in the way of demonstrat-
ing to your children that your family can achieve well-
ness in spite of MS.

Many of us tend to
think of health largely in
terms of a lack of dis-
ease. It may be difficult
then to believe that you
and your family can be
healthy when you are
all coping with one
family member’s
MS. However, if
you can accept a
broader definition
of health, one that
goes beyond phys-
ical health and lack of
disease, then you can
take steps to be the
healthiest family you
can be in spite of MS.

Health and wellness
can be thought of as a
satisfying balance of the
physical, emotional,
intellectual, spiritual,
social, and occupational
aspects of life. Viewed
this way, having a
chronic illness and being
healthy are not mutually
exclusive.



Traveling with a Disability
Broaden Your Horizons! See the World!

Take Your Family on the Road!

Here are some excellent
websites to visit for
information about trav-
eling with a disability.

SATH has been repre-
senting the interests of
disabled travelers for 25
years. They have gath-
ered a great deal of infor-
mation about access in
many worldwide locations.

This is a very compre-
hensive source of travel
information. Tip sheets,
referrals for travelers,
and more.

SATH Society for
Accessible Travel and
Hospitality
347 5th Avenue Suite 610
NY, NY 10016
212-447-7284
www.sath.org

This is a network of peo-
ple with disabilities
around the world who
have joined together to
form a group who share
information about travel.
They offer a newsletter
and members often lend a
hand to travelers coming
to their home town.

Note: There is a member-
ship fee.
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Travelin’ Talk Network
P.O. Box 1796
Wheat Ridge, CO 80034
303-232-2979
www.travelintalk.net

Moss Rehab Hospital
Information Services
1200 West Tabor Raod
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-456-5995
www.mossresourcenet.org
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As of the printing of
this newsletter, all
phone numbers and
web addresses were
accurate. These are
subject to change,
however. If you dis-
cover an inaccuracy,
we encourage you to
check with Directory
Assistance or an
internet search
engine.

How Can You
Subscribe to
Keep S'myelin?
CALL 1-800-FIGHT-MS
and select OPTION “1”.

You will be connected to
your local chapter. Ask
them to add your name
to the Keep S'myelin distri-
bution list. IT’S FREE!
Keep S’myelin is published
quarterly by the National
MS Society. Past issues are
also available at your local
chapter.

RESOURCES

“ Food For Thought:
A Guide to Healthy Eating”

“ Living Well With MS: 
MS and Wellness”

“ Stretching for People with MS:
Stretching with a Helper for
People with MS” 

NMSS PUBLICATIONS
Contact your local chapter for
free copies of these booklets

(1-800-FIGHT-MS, select option "1”)

WEBSITES

KEEP S'MYELIN
is now available online at
www.nationalmssociety.org
You can e-mail us at:
KeepSmyelin@nmss.org



Keep S'myelin is a quarterly publication for children
with parents or other relatives with multiple sclerosis. It
is produced by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
and funded by a grant from our Gateway Area
Chapter. The National Multiple Sclerosis Society is
proud to be a source of information about multiple
sclerosis. Our comments are based on professional
advice, published experience and expert opinion, but
do not represent therapeutic recommendations or pre-
scriptions. For specific information and advice, consult
a qualified physician.

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society does not
endorse products, services, or manufacturers. Such
names appear here solely because they are considered
valuable information. The Society assumes no liability
whatsoever for the contents or use of any product or
service mentioned.
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The mission of the
National Multiple

Sclerosis Society is to
end the devastating effects

of multiple sclerosis.


